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All dogs are good ...



… but, can’t meet them all, know them all



As a consequence

We rely on human descriptions mostly, when 
meeting new dogs



But how good are we at recognizing dogs from such 
descriptions?



Research question
- How good are we at discerning one dog (breed) from another, if we are 

provided descriptions of them by another human who has seen it.

Zero shot setting

- Further, for the human providing the descriptions, is it enough to have seen 
just a few images of the breed (< 5)?



Related work - Boag (2018).



Related work - Karpathy (2015)



Niche research area. 

No explorers before this attempt.



Experiment setup

TeacherGroup



The Task

Teacher looks at few 
dog samples



The Task



The Task

Teacher is given 30s to 
think about what s/he 
just saw



The Task

Teacher verbally describes the two breeds to group

TeacherGroup



The Task

Group shown a random unseen image of one of the two breeds

Group

Teacher asked to shut up



The Task

Group discusses and guesses one of the two breeds

Group

Teacher asked to shut up



Remember
Why zero shot?

Teacher just sees a few images of each of the doggas.

Why transfer learning?

Teacher has learnt a model and is now trying to transfer it to group.



What was hooman accuracy on this task? 
Guesses?



Results

Accuracy

Zero shot transfer learning (this work) 87.5%

Zero shot image classification (Karpathy 
et al’s work on ImageNet)

85 to 87%



Discussion - Classification strategies

Each team had its own strategy to aggregate results from multiple classifiers.

Ensemble did not help much 

Some chose to visually encode descriptions; others wrote down what they heard.



Discussion - Perils of correlation based predictors



Discussion - Perils of correlation based predictors



Discussion - The neuroscience of ZS transfer 
learning

What did we observe.

No team managed a 100% accuracy. Why?



Discussion - The neuroscience of ZS transfer 
learning

No team managed a 100% accuracy. Why?

One possible explanation



Discussion - The neuroscience of ZS transfer 
learning



Conclusion
All dogs are good. And will continue being so.

Humans are good at zero-shot learning of good dogs.

Opens up a bunch of research questions in this nascent field of DogAI


